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Governance of Digitalization

2018-06-11

digitalization creates unique opportunities and poses transformational challenges for many companies across industries in that context the governance of digitalization has become the
key success factor in mastering digital innovation and transformation it requires boards of directors as well as top management teams to fully understand digital trends identify their
implications derive adequate digital strategies execute them swiftly and monitor their diligent implementation this book presents 12 perspectives on the governance of digitalization
bringing together viewpoints from different disciplines including business law and information technology with contributions from practitioners and academics it provides practical
insights and thought provoking inspirations for board members and managers alike

Dreaming about the Church

1987

here is a book to encourage catholics who feel that the church suffers from a certain style of centralism and legalism from the church of rome

Dive Computers – Insights for Divers & Professionals

2014-08-28

from the times of the dive tables the promising marketing statement is well known our xyz tables are much more conservative than others also dive computers and simulation software
for pc and or tablet assert such claim what does this suggest and is promised to the diver counterproductive to those statements are so called product recalls feared by us as
consumers from which dive computers are not spared and even the mathematical equations of dive computers the algorithms face marked criticism especially regarding their validation
have they been tested in real wet dives and if so how in this ebook dive computers are evaluated how they perform in the field specifics of various algorithms are unveiled without
pestering the reader with mathematics and finally some dreams of the future are outlined to overcome the shortcomings of present day dive computers the preliminary assessment of the
author is today s wrist worn dive computer gadgets have no future but there are alternatives those who are unsure about a clear answer on the following questions should grasp
this ebook and reserve some fun time reading it q1 what exactly are deep stops and what are pros and cons q2 is the buhlmann zh l16c dive computer model really from professor
b�hlmann q3 the rgbm model by bruce wienke is better than the vpm model or isn t it q4 an ascent rate of 2 feet 6 meters per minute is certainly better than 6 feet 18 meters per minute and
easily to accomplish correct q5 the primary feature of dive computers should be they need to be yellow what yellow in this ebook author wolfgang wild is sharing his long history of
experience with the reader which he gained in the training of virtually thousands of both divers and diving instructors worldwide this ebook is aimed at divers and diving professionals of
all diver training associations available for iphone kindle kobo sony reader tolino and tablets in multiple formats

Play Among Books

2021-12-06
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how does coding change the way we think about architecture this question opens up an important research perspective in this book miro roman and his ai alice ch3n81 develop a playful
scenario in which they propose coding as the new literacy of information they convey knowledge in the form of a project model that links the fields of architecture and information
through two interwoven narrative strands in an infinite flow of real books focusing on the intersection of information technology and architectural formulation the authors create
an evolving intellectual reflection on digital architecture and computer science

Variation and Co-operative Communication Strategies in Air Traffic Control English

2005

the aim of this study is to establish the co operative communication strategies that are used in air traffic control atc conversations the research deals with the question what kind of
co operative communication strategies do pilots and controllers employ in a speech situation with a restricted use of vocabulary which generally does not permit any deviations from
standard phraseology the strategies in atc speech are then compared to those used by second language learners faerch and kasper s 1983 taxonomy of communication strategies will
serve as a basis for this comparison the author analyses authentic speech samples from various atc workstations at zurich airport and evaluates various aspects of phraseology
training of air traffic controllers

The Wiley Handbook of Anxiety Disorders

2014-05-12

this state of the art handbook on the research and treatment of anxiety and related disorders is the most internationally and clinically oriented handbook currently available
encompassing a broad network of researchers from leading experts in the field to rising stars the very first handbook to cover anxiety disorders according to the new dsm 5 criteria
published in two volumes the international handbook provides the most wide ranging treatment of the state of the art research in the anxiety disorders offers a truly international
aspect including authors from different continents and covering issues of relevance to non western countries includes discussion of the latest treatments including work on persistence
of compulsions virtual reality exposure therapy cognitive bias modification cognitive enhancers and imagery rescripting covers treatment failures transdiagnostic approaches and
includes treatment issues for children as well as the older population edited by leaders in the field responsible for some of the most important advances in our understanding and
treatment of anxiety disorders 2 volumes

History of the German Resistance, 1933-1945

1996

a mcgill university history professor provides a comprehensive account of the german opposition s struggle against hitler covering all the serious attempts to overthrow or
assassinate him leading up the failed attempt of 20 july 1944 first published in west germany in 1969 by r piper and co as widerstand staatsstreich attentat this volume first appeared
in english published by macdonald and jane s and mit press in 1977 annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
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Mathematical Methods in Risk Theory

2014-10-08

from the reviews the huge literature in risk theory has been carefully selected and supplemented by personal contributions of the author many of which appear here for the first time the
result is a systematic and very readable book which takes into account the most recent developments of the field it will be of great interest to the actuary as well as to the
statistician math reviews vol 43

Challenges of Christian Communication and Broadcasting

2016-07-27

the book attempts to establish historically why it became important for christian churches in general and the catholic church in particular to reconsider their communicative practices
it shows how the churches tried to change their mode of monological communication to adopt a dialogical one including dialogue with non christian religions the distinctive character
of the book lies in showing that such parallel changes in communicative practices were witnessed in philosophical thinking as well as in the field of secular and religious broadcasting

Mathematics and Information in the Philosophy of Michel Serres

2020-02-20

this book introduces the reader to serres unique manner of doing philosophy that can be traced throughout his entire oeuvre namely as a novel manner of bearing witness it explores how
serres takes note of a range of epistemologically unsettling situations which he understands as arising from the short circuit of a proprietary notion of capital with a praxis of
science that commits itself to a form of reasoning which privileges the most direct path simple method in order to expend minimal efforts while pursuing maximal efficiency in serres
universal economy value is considered as a function of rarity not as a stock of resources this book demonstrates how michel serres has developed an architectonics that is coefficient
with nature mathematic and information in the philosophy of michel serres acquaints the reader with serres monist manner of addressing the universality and the power of knowledge that
is at once also the anonymous and empty faculty of incandescent inventive thought the chapters of the book demarcate problematize and contextualize some of the epistemologically
unsettling situations serres addresses whilst also examining the particular manner in which he responds to and converses with these situations

Courage, Church!

1978

bim for structural engineering and architecture building information modeling framework for structural design outlines one of the most promising new developments in architecture
engineering and construction aec building information modeling bim is an information management and analysis technology that is changing the role of computation in the architectural
and engineering industries the innovative process constructs a database assembling all of the objects needed to build a specific structure instead of using a computer to produce a series
of drawings that together describe the building bim creates a single illustration representing the building as a whole this book highlights the bim technology and explains how it is
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redefining the structural analysis and design of building structures bim as a framework enabler this book introduces a new framework the structure and architecture synergy framework
sas framework that helps develop and enhance the understanding of the fundamental principles of architectural analysis using bim tools based upon three main components the
structural melody structural poetry and structural analysis along with the bim tools as the frame enabler this new framework allows users to explore structural design as an art
while also factoring in the principles of engineering the framework stresses the influence structure can play in form generation and in defining spatial order and composition by highlighting
the interplay between architecture and structure the book emphasizes the conceptual behaviors of structural systems and their aesthetic implications and enables readers to
thoroughly understand the art and science of whole structural system concepts presents the use of bim technology as part of a design process or framework that can lead to a more
comprehensive intelligent and integrated building design places special emphasis on the application of bim technology for exploring the intimate relationship between structural engineering
and architectural design includes a discussion of current and emerging trends in structural engineering practice and the role of the structural engineer in building design using new bim
technologies building information modeling framework for structural design provides a thorough understanding of architectural structures and introduces a new framework that
revolutionizes the way building structures are designed and constructed

Building Information Modeling

2015-05-01

as god blesses through giving me the devotions i share with my coworkers at southeastern university i bless him by giving them to others as he leads me it is my birthday gift back to god
and is my passion he has given me insight in his word i count as treasures they are hidden treasures as god s word says until they are found step deeper into the river as i have only after
seeking god s attributes god bless you cherilyn buhlmann

Bolet�n Eclesi�stico de Filip�nas

1992

recent developments in computer science particularly data driven procedures have opened a new level of design and engineering this has also affected architecture the publication
collects contributions on coding as literacy by computer scientists mathematicians philosophers cultural theorists and architects the main focus in the book is the observation of
computer based methods that go beyond strictly case based or problem solution oriented paradigms this invites readers to understand computational procedures as being embedded in an
overarching media literacy that can be revealed through and acquired by computational literacy and to consider the data processed in the above mentioned methods as being beneficial in
terms of quantum physics self organizing maps som which were first introduced over 30 years ago will serve as the concrete reference point for all further discussions

Insurance Abstracts and Reviews

1990

imagine a world where the power is always on where there is not just enough energy but an abundance of it such a world is no utopia it is a possible reality using indefinitely available
sources of energy especially photovoltaic solar in combination with others and networking this energy much in the way that we have networked information we can get beyond our
current energy crisis and resolve it the world we then find ourselves in is not a world without problems we will face new challenges on the way but in terms of energy it is a world of
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plenty rooted in sound theory and based on technology that is available now a genius planet offers an accessible but detailed and insightful perspective on how we can free ourselves
from our dependency on natural resources and generate trade and use energy in ways that open up the genuine potential that we have at our disposal today

Seeking & Finding God's Hidden Treasure

2018-12-01

this book shifts the frame of reference for today s network and structure oriented discussions from the applied computational tools of the 20th century back to the abstractness of
19th century mathematics it re reads george boole richard dedekind hermann grassmann and bernhard riemann in a surprising manner eigenarchitecture argues for a literacy of the digital
displacing the role of geometrical craftsmanship thus architecture can be liberated from today s economical technocratic and bureaucratic straight jackets from physicalistic
optimization sociological balancing and ideological naturalizations the book comprises a programmatic text on the role of technology in architecture a philosophical text on the
generic and on algebraic articulation and six exemplary projects by postgraduate students in 2012 at the chair for computer aided architectural design at eth zurich switzerland

Coding as Literacy

2015-07-24

includes entries for maps and atlases

A Genius Planet

2017-07-24

list of members for the years 1914 20 are included in v 1 7 after which they are continued in the year book of the society begun in 1922

EigenArchitecture

2014-01-13

in an ideal democracy representatives would entirely reflect citizens views preferences and wishes in their legislative work however real life democracies do not meet this ideal and
citizens policy preferences and priorities are mirrored only inadequately this book provides new insights on political representation it is guided by three questions what roles should
representatives play who is actually or should be represented how are the representatives or how should they be connected with the represented containing contributions from the
perspectives of political theory and philosophy as well as quantitative empirical studies the volume demonstrates the need to adapt these established questions to new political
realities this text will be of key interest to scholars and students of political representation and parties political theory democratic theory political philosophy and comparative
politics
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National Union Catalog

1973

for decades james crenshaw s old testament wisdom has been the premier introduction to the wisdom books of the old testament that tradition continues with this newly updated edition
this popular textbook introduces readers to the wisdom tradition as well as the biblical books of proverbs job ecclesiastes sirach and the wisdom of solomon in addition crenshaw has
expanded the discussion to include sapiential works from the dead sea scrolls the impact of wisdom traditions on the new testament writers and a new chapter on knowledge about god
and the ancient sages understanding of revelation he provides expert analysis of the legacy of wisdom in other parts of the canon and in other cultures offering new insights and fresh
perspectives that can only come from one so well versed on the significance of old testament wisdom back cover

The National union catalog, 1968-1972

1973

this volume focuses on the most urgent themes in contemporary cultural theory namely ecology the posthuman and the rise of the digital in a globally interlinked world contributions
by the most prominent voices in the field provide up to date and accessible introductions to complex theories

Proceedings of the Casualty Actuarial Society

1988

this volume follows and updates an annotated bibliography on diving and submarine medicine published by gordon and breach science publishers inc in 1971 the time period covered is
primarily the calendar years 1970 and 1971 also included however is much material from the calendar years 1968 and 1969 not in the previous publication a brief analysis of the
sources of material precedes the citations and abstracts which comprise the main section of the volume the bibliography is followed by a permuted subject index and an author index also
included following the indexes is a micro thesaurus although no attempt has been made to do a critical subject analysis such an analysis could be accomplished through selecting a
particular subject looking up the appropriate key works in the rotated index identifying the abstracts analyzing them obtaining complete copy as desired and completing the critical
review david c weeks ph d director bscp washington d c

Political Representation

2016-04-14

using longitudinal data from the swiss household panel to zoom in on continuity and change in the life course this open access book describes how the lives of the swiss population have
changed in terms of health family circumstances work political participation and migration over the last sixteen years what are the different trajectories in terms of mobility health
wealth and family constellations what are the drivers behind all these changes over time and in the life course and what are the implications for inequality in society and for social
policy the swiss household panel is a unique ongoing longitudinal survey that has followed a large sample of swiss households since 1999 the data provide the rare opportunity to
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go beyond a snapshot of contemporary swiss society and give insight into the processes in people s lives and in society that lie behind recent developments

The Missions on Trial

1979

seventy five percent of the turtle species in the united states can be found in the southeast in fact the region is second only to parts of asia in its number of native turtles filled with
more than two hundred color photographs and written with a special focus on conservation this guide covers forty five species of this nonthreatening ancient lineage of long lived
reptiles heavily illustrated fact filled descriptions of each species and its habitat comprise the heart of the book species accounts cover such information as descriptions of adults and
hatchlings key identifiers including size distinctive characters and markings land river pond and wetland habitats behaviors and activities food and diet reproduction predators and
defense and conservation issues also included is a wealth of general information about the importance of turtle conservation and the biology diversity and life history of turtles
discussed are distinguishing turtle characteristics differences among turtles tortoises and terrapins shell structure and architecture reproduction and longevity turtle predators and
defense mechanisms and turtle activities such as basking hibernation aestivation and seasonal movement useful information about the interactions of humans and turtles is also covered
species that are likely to be commonly encountered turtles as pets and more clearly written cleanly designed and fun to use the guide will promote a better understanding of the habitat
needs of and environmental challenges to this fascinating group of animals features in depth descriptions of the forty two native species conservation oriented approach more than two
hundred color photographs nearly forty distribution maps clear descriptions of each species including differences in the appearance of young and mature turtles did you know sidebars of
interesting turtle facts size charts key identifiers and information about habitat behavior and activity food and feeding reproduction predators and defense and conservation

ASTIN Bulletin

2003

this publication traces the global development of reinsurance from the early 19th century until today it gives a detailed account of how the nature of risk itself changed over the
last 200 years and highlights all aspects relevant in shaping the industry including the development of risk risk engineering and risk management actuarial science market conditions
impacts of politics and the effects of regulatory changes

Old Testament Wisdom

2010-01-01

domesticating symbols looks at the entropic dissolution of symbolic structures we are experiencing today and explores various approaches towards learning to create code
photovoltaics and its capacity to capture energy by coding instead of exploitation of resources and of integrating in additional or surplus quantities of energy into the ecosphere of
the planet s natural balance is the central focus of this publication energythereby also encompasses the genuinely abstract format of electricity which makes it possible to convert
any form of energy into any other form this is the second volume of the applied virtuality book series based on the metalithicum conferences by the laboratory of applied virtuality at
the chair for computer aided architectural design swiss federal institute of technology eth zurich
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Philosophy After Nature

2017-06-23

presenting an effective treatment approach specifically tailored to the unique challenges of body dysmorphic disorder bdd this book is grounded in state of the art research the authors
are experts on bdd and related conditions they describe ways to engage patients who believe they have defects or flaws in their appearance provided are clear cut strategies for helping
patients overcome the self defeating thoughts impairments in functioning and sometimes dangerous ritualistic behaviors that characterize bdd clinician friendly features include step by
step instructions for conducting each session and more than 50 reproducible handouts and forms the large size format facilitates photocopying see also the related self help guide by dr
wilhelm feeling good about the way you look an ideal recommendation for clients with bdd or less severe body image problems

Underwater Medicine and Related Sciences

2012-12-06

to date mixed poisson processes have been studied by scientists primarily interested in either insurance mathematics or point processes work in one area has often been carried out without
knowledge of the other area mixed poisson processes is the first book to combine and concentrate on these two themes and to distinguish between the notions of distributions and
processes the first part of the text gives special emphasis to the estimation of the underlying intensity thinning infinite divisibility and reliability properties the second part is to a
greater extent based on lundberg s thesis

Choice

1979

symbolizing existence deals with the current rapidly happening deterritorialization of everything which was once regarded stable and binding what we today regard as statistically
encoded information is capable to explicate and index the entire realm of what can be expressed and represented through a cascade of geometrical functional or finally logified schemes
we are currently experiencing a rapid loss of grounding of that which we once considered binding in our cultural and intellectual history how can we obtain an articulate cultivate
way of thinking about instances that does not fall back into a schematic model platonism thereby falling behind plato and that does not remain enmeshed in an aristotelian realization
dynamics with a naturalism organized by original genus kinds and specific marks of distinction the central phenomenon considered was the technological process of doping material at the
quantum level a particle or its representation the point is no longer that which has no parts euclid

Social Dynamics in Swiss Society

2018-06-13

in this very significant work translated from the italian bovati examines in careful detail the practice of justice in ancient israel first the bilateral controversy the rib and then the
legal judgement properly speaking re establishing justice is destined to become the standard reference work in the field the contents deal with 1 the juridical dispute in general 2 the
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accusation 3 the response of the accused 4 the reconciliation 5 judgement in court 6 the acts and procedures preceding the debate 7 the debate 8 the sentence and execution

Turtles of the Southeast

2008

during the last two decades many areas of statistical inference have experienced phenomenal growth this book presents a timely analysis and overview of some of these new
developments and a contemporary outlook on the various frontiers of statistics eminent leaders in the field have contributed 16 review articles and 6 research articles covering areas
including semi parametric models data analytical nonparametric methods statistical learning network tomography longitudinal data analysis financial econometrics time series
bootstrap and other re sampling methodologies statistical computing generalized nonlinear regression and mixed effects models martingale transform tests for model diagnostics robust
multivariate analysis single index models and wavelets this volume is dedicated to prof peter j bickel in honor of his 65th birthday the first article of this volume summarizes some of
prof bickel s distinguished contributions

Managing Risk in Reinsurance

2017

Domesticating Symbols

2014-09-23

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy for Body Dysmorphic Disorder

2012-12-05

Mixed Poisson Processes

2020-10-29
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The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints

1968

Symbolizing Existence

2016-05-24

Re-establishing Justice

1994-01-01

Frontiers in Statistics

2006

British and Foreign Medical Review

1844

The British and Foreign Medical Review

1844
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